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become natural…

natural flowering…you can call enlightenment 

i do not even want to call it anything else

be drunk with the divine 

hell with it !

you do not know…you are drunk

what happened to him ? you do not know…

this is what happens actually to people who become enlightened

what happened to you ? i do not know…

i am just content and blissful

the word enlightenment is so ridiculous

as if it is an achievement

just have a nice six months holiday

what do you think i am doing ?

i am on an eternal holiday !!

just one hour a day i come here

i speak some rubbish and i go back to sleep !

i am not saying anything special

i am spontaneously speaking from my heart

whether it sounds good or not…i am not concerned

enlightenment can beg you… 

you are so available…

you are so beautiful…

so silent so still…

no demands no questions…

you are very interesting for enlightenment

it will get hold of you…

this is how enlightenment comes

when enlightenment comes to you just look the other way

say no no not now…tomorrow…

today i am too lazy for this experience…it is too much…

i just want to sleep today…                                                                 

say maybe but tomorrow i will consider about it

please do not run after anything…not even after god

god comes to you like a magnet because you are home

you are relaxed…

you are open…not searching

you are perfect for that experience to flower

it will simply flower..

because there is no struggle…you are home…

the fragrance of the rose…

is an overflowing abundance of its wholeness

because it is natural

and so much stillness and silence

it is the flowering of abundance…

i have nothing to achieve…nothing to deliver…nothing to do…

i have nothing worth that i have found

everything that i thought was worth  

has disappeared into nothing…

i am weightlessly sitting silently
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